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I, the undersigned Leonardo Tonioni, hereby state I met the translator Lorella Paltrinieri (born in Modena on 
18th Aug., 1960) in 2017, when she was first commissioned by me to translate a set of papers from Italian into 
English, relating to my university studies, which were to be sent to the U.K. Secondly, I commissioned her to 
translate another set of papers, still from Italian into English, concerning my studies of specialisation in 
psychotherapy, which were to be sent to the U.K., too. 
On both occasions I had the opportunity to practically verify the qualities distinguishing this highly skilled 
professional’s modus operandi and ensuing translations: 
 

- her dialogue-based, interactive and co-constructive approach: not only what results from Lorella’s work 
does not fall from above, but also Lorella does open up a dialogue with her client and maintains it 
opened in relation to the specific translation currently being processed. In other words, she gets the 
client to play an active role, by sparking off a discussion, for instance, on which terms could be the 
most suitable ones to get the source message across in the best possible way, in a process of co-
construction of the resulting translation; 
 

- her expertise resulting from study, research studies and long-life learning: Lorella, while listing the 
possible solutions to the most challenging points to be translated, explains and proves in a detailed 
way the reason why she is putting forward one or more alternative hypotheses of translation. She 
formulates such hypotheses basing upon the specialist knowledge acquired over the years she has 
been translating or by upgrading her expertise with new, ad hoc and well-targeted investigations on 
that specific branch of the human knowledge that translation falls within, thereby keeping up with the 
continuously changing reality and language. 
 

- Humility, dedication and commitment: nowadays when poor expertise and low skills are sometimes 
camouflaged by vain boastfulness, Lorella carries forward her professional tasks and pursues her 
commitment with the humility distinguishing all those who actually know a lot, or who are fully aware 
that they do not know everything and this is exactly why they keep walking, with dedication and faith, 
step by step, along their path of professional, human growth and development. 
 

Vignola (Modena), 25th September, 2021 
 
       Leonardo Tonioni 
      (Translator’s Note: Signed by Leonardo Tonioni) 
 


